By using the imagery acquired by the Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System Wide-Angle Camera (OSIRIS WAC), we prepare a high-resolution morphological map of the Rosetta Sais final landing site, characterized by an outcropping consolidated terrain unit, a coarse boulder deposit and a fine particle deposit. Thanks to the 0.014 m resolution images, we derive the pebbles/boulders size-frequency distribution (SFD) of the area in the size range of 0.07-0.70 m. Sais' SFD is best fitted with a two-segment differential power law: the first segment is in the range 0.07-0.26 m, with an index of −1.7 ± 0.1, while the second is in the range 0.26-0.50 m, with an index of −4.2 +0.4/−0.8. The 'knee' of the SFD, located at 0.26 m, is evident both in the coarse and fine deposits. When compared to the Agilkia Rosetta Lander Imaging System images, Sais surface is almost entirely free of the ubiquitous, cm-sized debris blanket observed by Philae. None the less, a similar SFD behaviour of Agilkia, with a steeper distribution above ∼0.3 m, and a flatter trend below that, is observed. The activity evolution of 67P along its orbit provides a coherent scenario of how these deposits were formed. Indeed, different lift pressure values occurring on the two locations and at different heliocentric distances explain the presence of the cm-sized debris blanket on Agilkia observed at 3.0 au inbound. Contrarily, Sais activity after 2.1 au outbound has almost completely eroded the fine deposits fallen during perihelion, resulting in an almost dust-free surface observed at 3.8 au.
Agency Rosetta mission came to an end. Instead of putting the spacecraft into hibernation again, with uncertain consequences on the aging instruments, it was preferred to set Rosetta on a collision course with the comet, maximizing the scientific return by performing unprecedented measurements at increasing vicinity to the nucleus. The landing site targeted for the final descent was Sais, a region on the small lobe of 67P in close proximity to one of the active pits presented in Vincent et al. (2015) in the Ma'at region (El-Maarry et al. 2015 ; Thomas et al. 2015b) , Fig. 1 . Eventually, once Rosetta flew over the mentioned pit, it redirected the Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System (OSIRIS; Keller et al. 2007 ) over the ultimate landing spot, returning some of the highest resolution images ever obtained from a planetary spacecraft.
The final OSIRIS data set sent back to Earth is comparable in resolution with the one obtained by the Philae/Rosetta Lander Imaging System (ROLIS) camera while landing on 67P (Mottola et al. 2015) . Therefore, it provided the possibility to perform the same surface analysis Philae descent permitted to do, focusing on surface texture, pebbles/boulders identification and high-resolution morphological mapping. In this way, we had the unique opportunity to compare the Sais results with the Agilkia ones (Pajola et al. 2016a) , i.e. we could compare the pebbles/boulders distribution in two completely different locations with different surface evolution on 67P.
Such analysis is part of a larger effort with the following aims: (i) to derive the pebbles/boulders size-frequency distributions (SFDs) from different locations and with different scales on 67P, (ii) to derive the possible formation/degradation processes that lead to such distributions (Pajola et al. 2015 (Pajola et al. , 2016b and (iii) to insert them in the wider context of cometary boulders (Pajola et al. 2016d) research.
In most cometary papers, the word dust is used to define all the refractory component leaving the nucleus surface. In comet 103P/Hartley 2, dust was releasing ≈80 per cent of the water gas in the coma, so that this dust must have some ice fraction inside it (Fulle et al. 2016a) . However, since the total cross-section of the dust in the coma is much larger than the nucleus cross-section, this fact does not constrain the actual ice content of dust. In 67P, the water gas released by dust is <5 per cent of the total water loss (Fulle et al. 2016a) , and the 67P northern deposits constrain the ice mass fraction of dust to ≈5 per cent as well (Fulle et al. 2017) , so that in first approximation the 67P dust is ice-free. In this paper, we define dust as the refractory particles smaller than the resolution of the analysed images, all other refractory particles are named pebbles or boulders, according to their size, as specified in Pajola et al. (2016a) .
The work is structured as follows: after the description of the OSIRIS data set and methods, we will focus on the results obtained on the surface of Sais. The resulting pebbles/boulders SFDs will then be compared to the Agilkia Philae observations. Finally, the implications on 67P's cometary regolith and the dust lifting processes will be presented, contextualizing them with different locations on 67P.
DATA S E T A N D M E T H O D S
The OSIRIS instrument was composed by a Narrow-Angle Camera (NAC) and a Wide-Angle Camera (WAC) with a field of view (FOV) of 2.35
• × 2.35
• and 11.35 • × 12.11
• , respectively. Despite having the NAC camera A scale factor ∼5.4 larger than the WAC (18.8 mm pixel −1 when it was at 1 km from the surface versus the WAC scale of 101.5 mm pixel −1 at the same distance), it was out of focus for distances ≤1 km from the target.
1 On the contrary, the WAC camera was designed to stay in focus from 500 m to infinity, however, the focus degradation for the WAC was minimal also for distances down to 100 m, and by using the clear filter position on the filter wheel it could stay in a reasonably good focus 2 also for distances between 10 and 20 m. For this reason, the final set of OSIRIS highest resolution images taken during the Rosetta landing day were the WAC ones. The analysis we present here is therefore based on three WAC images taken on 2016 September 30. The observation geometries, scales, phase angles and FOVs of such images are presented in Table 1 . We point out that the distortion of the WAC instrument is quite large, but since in this paper we are measuring the size of pebbles/boulders, we are working on distortion-corrected Level 3 images produced and validated through the OSIRIS pipeline (Tubiana et al. 2015) .
The first WAC image of Table 1 was imported into the ARCGIS 10.1 software to distinguish and outline the different morphological units present on Sais. Out of the entire data set, this image was selected and used because it is the one with the highest resolution (scale factor of 4.57 cm pixel −1 ) and that provides the widest context for our analysis. Contrarily, the other two WAC images of Table 1 were used to identify the pebbles/boulders 3 present on the different terrains of the Sais landing site. Such identification was manually performed through the ARCGIS 10.1 software. First, the pebbles/boulders were visually identified based on their shape, their appearance with respect to the background and on the presence of a shadow. Then, their outline was approximated by a polygon, extracting their areas and returning the linear metric size as the diameter of a circle with the same area as the polygon itself. Given the ∼ 0.014 m pixel −1 1 For the NAC case, the filter wheels contained antiradiation-coated plates of varying thickness, allowing two different focusing ranges: far focus (infinity to 2 km, optimized at 4 km) and near focus (2 km to 1 km, optimized at 1.3 km). 2 This configuration was never used before during the entire Rosetta mission, but proved to work correctly during the final landing day. 3 Following the official USGS size terms after Wentworth (1922) scale of the images we set the lowest statistically significant pebble dimension to 0.07 m, because below this value, the distribution starts to roll over indicating incompleteness of the SFD. In addition, the 0.07 m limit value exceeds the three-pixel sampling rule (Nyquist 1928) , providing trustful size-frequency statistics. Since the observations were performed at a phase angle of ∼30.5
• , the shadows on the surface provided the possibility of identifying even smaller boulders. Nevertheless, we excluded these smaller boulders for the sake of completeness. This approach is commonly used in boulders identification and analysis, as presented for example in Michikami et al. (2008) , Mazrouei et al. (2014) and Pajola et al. (2017) .
After identifying all possible boulders/pebbles, the obtained data were then binned with a bin size equivalent to the pixel resolution (Pajola et al. 2016b ), i.e. 0.014 m. Then, in order to obtain the pebbles/boulders SFD per m 2 , we used the corresponding area computed knowing the FOV extension.
Afterwards, by using the 3D gravitational and rotational models produced by the OSIRIS team (Preusker et al. 2015; Jorda et al. 2016) , we computed the gravitational values as in Sierks et al. (2015) of the Sais area and of the Agilkia landing site as well, in order to compare the two areas (see Fig. 2 ).
R E S U LT S
Following the same surface texture criteria of Giacomini et al. (2016) , we have identified three morphological units on Sais (Fig. 3) , i.e. (i) an outcropping consolidated terrain, characterized by a dustcoating-free surface that shows a rocky appearance, (ii) a coarse boulder deposit, where clusters of pebbles/boulders are evident with a distinct granular aspect and (iii) a fine particle deposit, that appears smoother than the coarse deposit due to the presence of dusty material intermixed with pebbles and boulders.
Over the considered Sais area (Figs 4 A and B) we counted a total of 4221 pebbles/boulders, 1132 of which on the coarse deposit and 3089 on the fine deposit (see Figs 4 C and D) . The spatial distribution of all pebbles/boulders is presented in Figs 4(E) and (F). The largest boulder identified reaches a maximum size ∼0.7 m.
Analysing the Sais data, we preferred to use the differential size distribution with linear bins instead of the commonly used differential size distribution with logarithmic bins (Mottola et al. 2015) because it distributes the data points in a similar fraction around the knee (Figs 5 and 6), thus providing the best estimate of the power-law index best fitting the data below and above the knee. Consequently, the power-law index of the differential distribution with linear bins can be easily converted to that with logarithmic bins, and to that of the cumulative distribution, by adding one. The (cumulative) power-law index that results from this conversion must be negative in order to be valid.
The resulting pebbles/boulders SFD computed over the entire Sais study area is presented in Fig. 5 . The distribution is best fitted by a two-segment power-law joint by a 'knee' at size s k : the first segment ranges between 0.07 and 0.26 m, and has a differential power-law index of −1.7 ± 0.1, the second one ranges between 0.26 and 0.50 m, and has a differential power-law index of −4.2 +0.4/−0.8 (for the method see e.g. Lamy et al. 2004; Lamy & Toth 2009; Snodgrass et al. 2011) . The density of pebbles with a size of 0.07 m is 2.56 m −2 , while with a size of 0.26 m is 0.34 m −2 . We then separated the pebbles/boulders located on the coarse deposit from those on the fine one in order to quantify the size-frequency differences between the two units. By looking at Figs 6(A) and (B), it is evident that both the coarse and the fine deposits are characterized by a clear change in slope at s k ∼ 0.26 m. Below this value the fine deposit is fitted by a power-law index of −2.0 +0.1/−0.2, while above 0.26 m its best fit is a power-law curve with index of −4.7+0.6/−0.8. The density of pebbles with size 0.07 m is 2.99 m −2 , and 0.29 m −2 at a size of 0.26 m (we recall that the width of the size bin is 0.014 m and the density applies to all types of sizes within the bin centred on those values). Contrarily, at the bigger pebbles/boulders dimensions the coarse deposit is fitted with a power-law index of −3.8 +0.5/−0.7. Instead, below 0.26 m, even when considering only those values above 5 pixels, a decrease of pebbles/boulders is evident. Despite the scatter of the data that makes the fitting challenging, we tentatively fitted them with a power-law curve that returns an index of −0.9 ± 0.1. The 
D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O M PA R I S O N B E T W E E N S A I S A N D T H E AG I L K I A S I T E
Previous analyses performed at different locations of 67P (La Forgia et al. 2015; Pajola et al. 2015; Pommerol et al. 2015; Vincent et al. 2015 Vincent et al. , 2016 Deshapriya et al. 2016; Pajola et al. 2016b,c; Lucchetti et al. 2016; Oklay et al. 2016 Oklay et al. , 2017 showed that the cumulative SFDs for boulders >1 m can be fitted through power-law curves. Different origins or evolution processes of the studied boulder fields result in different power-law indices, such as (i) the −5.0 to −6.5 range in the case of the formation of a pit after ceiling collapse, with a boulder field at its bottom; (ii) the −3.5 to −4.5 range, when taluses below receding cliffs are analysed, or (iii) the −1.0 to −2.0 range derived on degraded boulders through sublimation located in the middle of wide depressions, not being replenished by the distant retreating walls (Pajola et al. 2016b ).
Only for the Agilkia case, the resolution of the ROLIS images captured during Philae's landing provided the possibility to study the cometary regolith at the centimetre and decimetre scale (Mottola et al. 2015 , Fig. 7) . We made use of the Mottola et al. (2015) data set (we did not recount the pebbles/boulders on Agilkia), and consequently identified the SFD of the airfall population both in the smooth and rough units, once again derived through a power-law fitting of the pebbles/boulders data set. When grouped with a linear bin size in the differential representation, the resulting power-law index for the Agilkia smooth unit is −3.8 +0.2/−0.3 (Fig. 8 A) , while on the rough deposit it is −3.4 +0.4/−0.5 in the size range 0.05-0.28 m, and −4.3 ±0.5 at sizes above 0.28 m, Fig. 8 (B) (we recall that the difference of 1 with respect to the Mottola et al. 2015 results is due to the use in this analysis of the linear bin, instead of the logarithmic one).
Since the considered WAC Sais data set has a similar scale to the ROLIS one (the last image of ROLIS data set being taken at a distance of 9 m, with a pixel scale of 0.95 cm pixel presence of a cm-sized debris blanket that covers partially, if not entirely, the bigger boulders. On the contrary, this blanket is not observed on the Sais area, where the presence of larger and more frequent pebbles/boulders is evident.
Why is the Sais site deposit so different with respect to the Agilkia one?
All the distributions in Figs 5, 6 and 8(B) show a similar behaviour, i.e. a steep distribution above s k ≈ 0.3 m, with a differential power-law index consistent with ≈− 4.2. The data at sizes >0.3 m of the Agilkia smooth terrain are consistent with this description as well. On the contrary, the power-law index below the knee s k has significantly different values, strongly correlated with the abundance of deposits composed by pebbles too small to be resolved by ROLIS and OSIRIS. We name this unresolved deposit as fine deposit, composed of particles smaller than 1 cm. We conclude that the power-law index below s k depends on the thickness of the fine deposit: when it is very thick, it buries all largest pebbles, providing a very steep power-law index, −3.8, like in Agilkia smooth terrains. The thinner the fine deposit, the shallower the size distribution below s k is, with the limit case of coarse terrains in Sais, where the index approaches zero.
The activity of 67P along its orbit provides a coherent scenario of how all these deposits were formed. The radius of the largest ejectable particle is proportional to the lift pressure, i.e. the product Q w × v w , where Q w is the water production rate per unit surface area and v w is the water ejection speed (Wallis 1982) . It depends also on the local gravity, which however, as shown in Fig. 2 , changes by a factor of 2 over the entire comet only, so it can be neglected here. Fig. 9 shows that the variation of lift pressure is orders of magnitudes larger. We computed the lift pressure for different regions on 67P by using the thermophysical model described in Keller et al. (2015) . Fig. 9 shows that at perihelion (1.24 au), a southern region like Bes (see El-Maarry et al. 2016 for its geographical location) is the main producer of dust of any size. OSIRIS observations have shown that this region ejects chunks up to the radius of 0.4 m out of the comet gravity field (Fulle et al. 2016b) . 5 However, due to the nonspherical nucleus shape of 67P, much larger boulders may be liftedup from the nucleus surface, because the radial decrease of the gas density may be locally much faster than that of the nucleus gravity field. Marschall et al. (2016) compute that the largest boulders that are marginally lifted-up are about 25 times larger than those not affected by any gravity selection. Fulle et al. (2016b) and Ott et al. (2017) find no evidence of such a selection up to a radius of r = 0.2 m, so that 67P gas drag can probably lift up chunks up to a radius of ≈5 m, that however cannot escape the nucleus gravity field. Probably, boulders with a radius just larger than 0.2 m may be distributed over all the nucleus surface, whereas boulders of radius just below 5 m fall very close to the ejection point.
We start to consider the airfall on Hapi (see El-Maarry et al. 2015 for its geographical location) of the material ejected by Bes. Hapi, located on the northern hemi-nucleus, around perihelion has a polar night longer than Sais (Fig. 9) , so that Hapi's airfall is composed both of a fine deposit thicker than Sais', and of boulders up to sizes of ≈10 m (the steep size distribution makes their number low). We do not have images of the Hapi deposits with a resolution similar to the one we have on Sais or Agilkia. For this reason the size distribution of Hapi's deposits cannot be directly measured. We therefore assume that this distribution is described by the size distribution on the nucleus surface inferred from coma data collected before perihelion, which is in fact dominated by the dust ejected from Hapi (Della Corte et al. 2015; Thomas et al. 2015a ). This differential size distribution has a power-law index close to −2 below 0.1-1 mm (the size uncertainty is due to the conversion from the dust mass measured by GIADA to the dust cross-section measured by OSIRIS), and to −4 above Rotundi et al. (2015) ; Fulle et al. (2016b) . At 2.5 au outbound, the airfall stops, because the gas drag from Hapi overcomes that from Bes. However, since the lift pressure is ≈10 4 times lower than in Bes, Hapi's activity can eject particles of size ≈10 4 times lower than that ejected by Bes, i.e. dust of size <0.1 mm with high efficiency (escaping the nucleus gravity), and with much lower efficiency dust <1 mm (falling mostly around the ejection spot). This explains the pre-perihelion dust size distribution observed to come from Hapi by GIADA and OSIRIS (Rotundi et al. 2015; Della Corte et al. 2015; Fulle et al. 2016b) , with a knee at about 0.1-1 mm and a much shallower index (−2) below 0.1 mm than above 1 mm (−4). The index observed above s k is consistent with the index above s k observed both in Agilkia and Sais, and with the power-law index above 1 mm extracted by models of ground-based observations of trails, tails and 67P coma (Fulle et al. 2010; Moreno et al. 2016) .
On the contrary, the perihelion polar night of Sais is much shorter than the one of Hapi, and this explains the extremely thin fine deposits on Sais, as shown by their shallow size distribution, implying a low number of pebbles composing them. These thin deposits are easily eroded, exposing the coarse deposits characterized by a steeper power-law index close to −4.2 above the knee size. When the airfall from Bes to Sais stops (at heliocentric distance >2.1 au), Sais' lift pressure, a factor 50 below Bes' at perihelion, cleans up 5 In Bertini et al. (2015) , no objects in bound orbits larger than 1 m have been identified between 20 km and 100 km from the nucleus, while no unambiguous detections of objects in bound orbits larger than 6 m have been identified within 20 km far from the comet. This supports the fact that no ejected chunks with diameter bigger than few metres leave 67P's surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Figure 7 . The spatial distribution of the pebbles/boulders identified on Agilika (ROLIS images). This is a reproduction taken from Pajola et al. (2016a) , and based on the counts of Mottola et al. (2015) . None the less, in order to help the comparison with the Sais counts of Fig. 4 , the pebbles/boulders are classified on their different sizes with the same ranges in both areas. The resolution of the Agilkia and Sais images is comparable (0.010 m for Agilkia and 0.014 m for Sais). We recall that the ROLIS image was taken when the comet was at 3.0 au inbound, while the WAC data set was taken when the comet was at 3.82 au outbound. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Sais of all the dust of ≈2 cm, and with much lower efficiency up to the size s k ∼0.26 m. This size range corresponds to the shallow size distribution in Sais below s k , with very small power-law indices because Sais activity has almost completely (in the coarse terrains) or largely (in the smooth terrains) eroded the fine deposits fallen at perihelion. Moreover, in this case the size distribution above s k corresponds to that of the pristine material ejected from Bes. Agilkia has no polar night, so that its perihelion airfall is composed only of pebbles of size >0.1 m, which, falling on Agilkia fine deposits, erodes them around all the boulders, forming the wind-tails observed to come from south (Mottola et al. 2015) . The fine deposit cannot be formed at perihelion, because Agilkia's activity does not allow such a fine airfall. Agilkia's fine deposits must therefore have come from Hapi, during the inbound 67P orbit, when Hapi's lift pressure is much larger than in Agilkia. The thickness of these fine deposits from Hapi to Agilkia is thicker than those on Sais, as shown by the steeper size distributions of fine deposits in Agilkia versus Sais, of differential power-law index <−3.4 versus >−2, probably because the airfall from Hapi lasts much longer than Sais perihelion polar night; it may be however thinner than in Hapi, because the ejection rate from Hapi is orders of magnitude lower than from Bes at perihelion. If Hapi's fine deposits are instead thicker than Agilkia's ones, then the shallower power-law index of fine deposits in Hapi versus Agilkia may be due to selection effects affecting Hapi's largest ejected dust.
At Philae's landing, Agilkia's lift pressure is a factor 50 lower than in Bes at perihelion, so that Agilkia's activity erodes with high efficiency all the fine deposits of size <2 cm, and with less efficiency all pebbles of size <s k . The lift pressure from Agilkia at Philae's landing is close to the maximum one from Sais (at 2.1 au outbound). This explains the similar s k values in Figs 6 and 8. Again, the Agilkia power-law index above s k corresponds to that of the pristine material ejected by Bes at perihelion. Pajola et al. (2016a) assumed a differential power-law index of −3.7 in the mass range from 1 to 100 kg of the material ejected by 67P at perihelion. The new results obtained here show that in this mass range the differential power-law index of the material ejected by 67P at perihelion is steeper, close to −4.2, and consistent with the output of trail, tail and coma models applied to ground-based observations (Fulle et al. 2010; Moreno et al. 2016 ). This does not affect the measured dust loss rate at perihelion of about 8 × 10 3 kg s The vertical red line in B indicates the knee of the distribution present on the rough deposit. We here underline that the data used are those of Mottola et al. (2015) but with linear bins. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Figure 9 . Time evolution of the lift pressure computed for four different locations on 67P at different distances from the perihelion, both inbound and outbound. The perihelion distance of 67P is at 1.24 astronomical unit, au. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) (Fulle et al. 2016b ), a value confirmed by Ott et al. (2017) , which implies a dust-to-gas ratio close to 20, much larger than the value around 3 measured by RSI (Paetzold et al. 2016 ). This suggests that most of the pebbles and boulders ejected at perihelion are falling back into the northern deposits as discussed in this section. The relationship between the dust-to-gas ratio observed in the ejected material, in the deposits and inside the nucleus is complex, and consistent with a dust-to-ice mass ratio ≈8 inside 67P, as discussed by Fulle et al. (2017) .
C O N C L U S I O N S
We made use of three OSIRIS WAC images taken by Rosetta during its final descent towards the surface of comet 67P. These images were taken on 2016 September 30 at a distance range between 450 and 130 m and with a scale of 4.6-1.3 cm pixel −1 . With this data set we prepared a high-resolution morphological map of the Rosetta Sais final landing site, identifying an outcropping consolidated terrain unit, a coarse boulder deposit and a fine particle deposit. We then derived the pebbles/boulders SFD of the whole area in the size range of 0.07-0.70 m, obtaining a best fit on the entire Sais area with a two-segment power law. The first segment ranges between 0.07 and 0.26 m and has a differential power-law index of −1.7 ±0.1, while the second one ranges between 0.26 and 0.50 m and has a differential power-law index of −4.2 +0.4/−0.8.
When the fine and the coarse particle deposits are considered as separated, we still get two different power-law indices, separated at the 'knee' size value of 0.26 m. Below this value the fine deposit is fitted by a power-law index of −2.0 +0.1/−0.2, while above that its best fit is a power-law curve with index of −4.7+0.6/−0.8. Contrarily, for sizes <0.26 m the coarse deposit is best fitted with a power-law index of −0.9 ±0.1, while above 0.26 m the best fit is a power-law index with value −3.8 +0.5/−0.7. Compared to the Agilkia ROLIS images, the Sais surface is almost entirely free of the ubiquitous, cm-sized debris blanket that was observed during Philae's descent. Nevertheless, the differential SFD computed on the smooth and rough units identified on Agilkia, show a similar trend with a steeper distribution above ∼0.3 m, and a flatter trend below such value.
The activity of 67P along its orbit provides a coherent scenario of how these deposits were formed. In the case of Agilkia, the layer of fine deposits observed by ROLIS at 3.0 au are coming from Hapi, during the inbound 67P orbit, i.e. when Hapi's lift pressure is much larger than the one in Agilkia. The thickness of these fine deposits from Hapi to Agilkia is thicker than the one on Sais, because the airfall from Hapi lasts much longer than Sais perihelion polar night. This explains the power-law indices below 0.26 m being steeper in Agilkia than in Sais. On the contrary, when Sais was observed by Rosetta at 3.82 au outbound, its activity had almost completely (in the coarse terrains) or largely (in the smooth terrains) eroded the fine deposits fallen at the 2015 perihelion, resulting in an almost fine material-free surface.
